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Daily Base Metals Report

US stocks fluctuated, given that economic data today remained broadly within expectations. US GDP for Q2 was

revised lower, given a more moderate business investment, down to 2.1%; this decline outweighed the strong

personal consumption figure, which was upgraded by 10bps to 1.7%. The core PCE price index was also seen

slightly lower. Overall, the US economy remains robust, albeit moderating, further reaffirming the belief of a Fed

pause this year. Meanwhile, the ADP data pointed to the fewest jobs added in five months, adding to signs of

moderating labour demand. The 10-year US Treasury yield edged lower. The dollar weakened while the euro rose

as inflation slowed by less than the market had anticipated in Germany and quickened in Spain; still, expectation

of a hike remained unchanged.

A moderate trading day was seen across the base metals complex, as prices have fluctuated across the board.

Zinc retested the $2,450/t level but struggled above it, closing at $2,435/t. In the meantime, refined zinc imports

into China jumped to the highest level in four years after government stimulus supported local prices, creating

stronger incentive for inbound shipments. Copper remained above $8,400/t, the level around which we expect the

metal to fluctuate around in the near term. Aluminium saw stronger gains, testing the resistance of $2,200/t

before settling at $2,201.50/t. The Chinese government is continuing to provide support for the economy, aiming

to stimulate local spending. New policies are being introduced, from cutting taxes on equity trading to lowering

mortgage rates; however, this move is yet to prove successful. Domestic expenditure remains lacklustre, and

many consumers are awaiting more steps from the government to incite spending.

Gold and silver remained broadly unchanged at $1,944/oz and $24.65/oz, respectively.
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Risk warning

This is a marketing communication. The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded
as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Please be aware that, where any views have been expressed
in this report, the author of this report may have had many, varied views over the past 12 months, including contrary views.
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have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers. Sucden Financial
believes that the information contained within this report is already in the public domain. Private customers should not invest in these
products unless they are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and they have sought professional advice. Please read our full risk
warnings and disclaimers (www.sucdenfinancial.com/en/risk-warning-and-disclaimers).


